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Abstract In a recent paper Osuga and Page have presented an explicitly unitary toy
qubit transport model for transferring information from a black hole to the outgoing ra-
diation. Following their idea we propose a unitary toy model which involves (fermionic)
Hawking states.
1 Introduction
The black hole information (loss) paradox/problem/puzzle concerns difficulties in an-
swering the question: “Is black hole evaporation unitary?” Various answers and expla-
nations have been proposed to date, “for” its unitarity as well as “against” it (for recent
reviews see [1, 2, 3, 4]). (The latter possibility, i.e., loss of unitarity, presumably requires
some radical modifications of quantum mechanics, and presently this option seems to
be less popular, however see [5]). To analyze the issue of unitarity in the context of
black hole evaporation, the idea of toy qubit models has been proposed, developed and
popularized, especially in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], and nicely reviewed in [11]. Toy qubit models
give a possibility to mimic, in a simplified way, black hole evolution, and to trace, in
detail, their (depending on the model) breaking or maintaining unitarity.
In a recent paper [12], Osuga and Page have proposed a strikingly simple toy qubit
model demonstrating transferring information from a black hole to the outgoing radi-
ation, which is explicitly unitary. Characteristic features of their model, in particular,
include: (i) Hilbert spaces (implicitly) involved in their analysis are actually fixed,
though in their final state |Ψ1〉 some part is dropped; (ii) the model has a simple (ten-
sor) product structure (no mixing of different modes “i”); and most noteworthy, (iii)
unitarity of their model is shown in the most direct way, i.e., a corresponding unitary
operator is explicitly constructed.
In the present paper, we propose another toy qubit transport model for black hole
evaporation, which is also explicitly unitary. Additional nice characteristic features
include: (i) precisely (fermionic) Hawking states are involved; (ii) classical shrinking
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of a black hole, in quantum formalism, corresponds to transition to a vacuum state
(in the black hole sector); (iii) primary entanglement (in the Hawking states) between
modes inside and outside of the black hole vanishes.
For reader’s convenience, as well as for ours, we follow conventions and notation of
[12] as closely as possible. In particular, we denote black hole qubits (once the black
hole forms) by ai, where i = 1,2, . . . , n, whereas qubits for the infalling radiation and
for the outgoing modes, by bi and ci, respectively, where i = 1, 2, . . . , N . For technical
simplicity, from now on we confine ourselves to a Schwarzschild black hole, but this
restriction is not crucial for our further considerations.
2 The model
In the beginning, to each black hole mode ai, we associate a (fermionic) Hawking state
|H (Ωi)〉bici , i.e., a pair of entangled radiation qubits, bi (infalling) and ci (outgoing),
in the state
|H (Ωi)〉bici = cosΩi |0〉bi |0〉ci + sinΩi |1〉bi |1〉ci , (1)
which is precisely the fermionic state created by a black hole, according to the Hawking
effect. (The parameter Ωi depends on the mode i, and also on the black hole massMbh.)
The above association is equivalent to the assumption that the black hole modes ai and
the Hawking states (1) can be paired, i.e., N = n. It is true (or even obvious), at least
approximately, i.e. N ∼ n. Indeed, the number of black hole modes n ∼ SBH = 4piM
2
bh
,
where SBH is the Bekenstein–Hawking entropy (we have used Planck units in which
~ = c = G = kBoltzmann = 1), whereas estimated number of outgoing radiation modes
N ∼ M2
bh
(see [13, 14]). Consequently, the initial quantum state of black hole modes
and Hawking radiation is (cf. [12])
|Ψ0〉 =
1∑
q1,q2,...,qn=0
Aq1q2···qn
n∏
i=1
|qi〉ai
n∏
i=1
|H (Ωi)〉bici , (2)
where Aq1q2···qn are the amplitudes for the black hole modes ai.
The elementary, i.e., for fixed i, process we propose to consider is (cf. Eq.(3.3) in
[12], and possibly also Eq.(3.3) in [15])
|qi〉ai |H (Ωi)〉bici 7−→ |0〉ai |0〉bi |qi〉ci . (3)
Obviously, the whole qubit transport process is a (“tensor”) product of n processes of
the type (3) for each mode i. Evidently, the process (3) transports information (which
could be previously scrambled by a unitary evolution of the black hole) encoded in the
(base) qubits |qi〉 (qi = 0, 1) from the black hole modes ai to the outgoing radiation
modes ci. Moreover, the mode levels inside the black hole (ai and bi) become gradually
emptied (classically, the black hole gradually shrinks), and furthermore, the primarily
entangled initial state on the LHS of (3) becomes unentangled on the RHS.
3 Unitarity
To explicitly show unitarity of the qubit transformation (3), it is sufficient to construct
a corresponding unitary operator performing the required transformation (3). To this
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end, let us first define two auxiliary (parameter-dependent) orthonormal bases in the
tensor product Hilbert space Hi = Hai × Hbi × Hci , where we have introduced the
three Hilbert spaces (of complex dimension 2, each) for all types of the involved modes:
ai ∈ Hai , bi ∈ Hbi , ci ∈ Hci (dimCHi = 8). The total Hilbert space is then H =⊗n
i=1Hi.
The first (unprimed) orthonormal base parameterized by ωi is
{
|EΛ (ωi)〉aibici
}7
Λ=0
,
and it consists of the following set of states/vectors:
|E0〉aibici = |0〉ai
(
cosωi |0〉bi |0〉ci + sinωi |1〉bi |1〉ci
)
|E1〉aibici = |0〉ai |0〉bi |1〉ci
|E2〉aibici = |0〉ai |1〉bi |0〉ci
|E3〉aibici = |0〉ai
(
− sinωi |0〉bi |0〉ci + cosωi |1〉bi |1〉ci
)
|E4〉aibici = |1〉ai
(
cosωi |0〉bi |0〉ci + sinωi |1〉bi |1〉ci
)
|E5〉aibici = |1〉ai |0〉b |1〉ci
|E6〉aibici = |1〉ai |1〉bi |0〉ci
|E7〉aibici = |1〉ai
(
− sinωi |0〉bi |0〉ci + cosωi |1〉bi |1〉ci
)
.
(4)
The second (primed) orthonormal base parameterized by θi is
{∣∣E′Λ (θi)
〉
aibici
}7
Λ=0
,
and it is defined as:
∣∣E′0
〉
aibici
= |0〉ai |0〉bi |0〉ci
∣∣E′1
〉
aibici
= cos
θi
2
|0〉ai |0〉bi |1〉ci − sin
θi
2
|1〉ai |0〉bi |0〉ci∣∣E′2
〉
aibici
= |0〉ai |1〉bi |0〉ci∣∣E′3
〉
aibici
= |0〉ai |1〉bi |1〉ci
∣∣E′4
〉
aibici
= sin
θi
2
|0〉ai |0〉bi |1〉ci + cos
θi
2
|1〉ai |0〉bi |0〉ci∣∣E′5
〉
aibici
= |1〉ai |0〉b |1〉ci∣∣E′6
〉
aibici
= |1〉ai |1〉bi |0〉ci∣∣E′7
〉
aibici
= |1〉ai |1〉bi |1〉ci .
(5)
The explicitly unitary transformation Ui (θi) can now be constructed from the two
bases (4) and (5) in a standard way as
Ui (θi) =
7∑
Λ=0
∣∣E′Λ (θi)
〉
aibici
〈
EΛ
(
pi
−1
θiΩi
)∣∣∣
aibici
, (6)
where the auxiliary parameter (“time”) θi satisfies: 0 ≤ θi ≤ pi (cf. [12]). Evidently, for
θi = pi, the unitary operator (6) performs the required transformation (3).
Thus, finally, expressing the total unitary transformation as a tensor product
U (pi) =
⊗n
i=1 Ui (pi), we can write U (pi) |Ψ0〉 = |Ψ1〉, where the final state |Ψ1〉 as-
sumes the explicit form
|Ψ1〉 =
n∏
i=1
|0〉ai
n∏
i=1
|0〉bi
1∑
q1,q2,...,qn=0
Aq1q2···qn
n∏
i=1
|qi〉ci . (7)
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It follows from Eq.(7) that the whole black hole information encoded in the amplitudes
Aq1q2···qn has been transferred from the black hole modes ai to the outgoing radiation
modes ci, whereas the black hole modes ai, bi are now in the vacuum state. Moreover,
there is no entanglement between modes inside and outside of the black hole.
4 Final remarks
The auxiliary parameter(s) θi can be used in (6) for two purposes. First of all, one
can apply θi to gradually switch-on the process (3); e.g., θi could be some decreasing
functions of a curvature invariant as in [12]. Alternatively, one could possibly try to
extract a corresponding “Hamiltonian” H (cf. Eq.(3.4) in [12]) from the “short-time”
limit: U (θ) = I − iθH. However, the latter procedure is highly non-unique (see the
following paragraph).
We would like to draw the reader’s attention to a minor technical detail. Namely,
the unitary operator (6) is introduced in a highly non-unique way, in the sense that
there is a large group of (i-dependent) unitary transformations (which could be im-
plemented, e.g., in terms of unitary transformations on some subsets of vectors of the
bases) changing the operator itself but still performing the same transformation (3)
(obviously, the same is true for the operator proposed by Osuga and Page in [12]).
This non-uniqueness follows from the fact that there is large freedom in determining
the unitary operator — the freedom is only restricted by the condition/process (3)
which involves only some very particular states. The action of the operator on other
states is undetermined by (3), and hence it is arbitrary.
Recapitulating, as a final remark, we would like to add that our idea to use precisely
the state (2) as an initial state (with fermionic Hawking states included), and (7) as a
final state (with vacua for the black hole modes ai and bi) follows from the fact that it
was our intention to have a possibility to interpret qubits a little bit more realistically,
as possible fermionic particles, rather than as only purely formal entities.
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